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                    IT Solutions - Professional Services - Software Development - Research
                    We are ITBS


                    What We Do
                

            

    	

    

    


    
    
    
	
		

            
            
                
                    About ITBS LLC

                    We are a leading IT firm headquartered in the New York area, with offices around the world.
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                    Bleeding Edge Development and Staffing

                    Scale, distribute, compute, grow, report. Develop distributed systems with unlimited potential.
					Nothing good happens in a vacuum: we shape developers into teams and work to support them through the tasks.

					 Team Building Services and Ready Teams
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                    Blockchain and Cybersecurity

                    From securing your business assets to improving your data flow - we can help you make sense of these difficult technologies, so you can make the best decisions for your business.

					 Documentary
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                    Reporting

                    Know your data! We connect systems and extract reports. Custom reports can be generated in any format and distributed to clients and vendors.
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                    Vendor Audit and Cost Reduction

                    How do you know if you are overpaying for vendor service (for example market data or software licenses).
					How can you reduce costs while maintaining the same level of pricing quality? Many firms are over paying and cannot track or understand the services they are paying for. 
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                    Management Consulting

                    Solving tough problems and implementing solutions is a rigorous intellectual challenge requiring a practical sense of what works and what does not.
Our people are industry leaders who use that practical sense to foster effective teamwork and drive results.
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                    ICO/IDO/STO and IEO Services

                    With hands-on experience, the understanding of blockchains, and the legal backing to properly release an offering anywhere in the world - we are your #1 team for going this route. Get funding for your business without giving up equity.
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                    Hosting and Colocation Solutions

                    ITBS LLC offers internet infrastructure solutions on a global scale, across a variety of industries. From cloud to managed services, we have the right solutions to meet the needs of your applications and workloads.
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                    Product Authentication

                    Protect genuine brands and genuine products and provide the consumer and businesses with a level of confidence that what they have in their hand is what they expect it to be. All while maximizing brand recognition and reverence.

                

            

			
			
    	

    

    


    
     
     

		

            	
            	
                    
                        Our Philosophy

                        Passion leads to perfection. Passion leads to performance. Passion leads to success!

                    
                

            	

		

	

    


    


    
    
	
		

            
            
                
                    Our Team

                    We have a diverse range of personnel bringing creative skills and ideas to the table.
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                    US Office

                    Jersey City, NJ
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                    Canadian Office

                    Lethbridge, AB
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                    Ukrainian Office

                    Kiev, Ukraine
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                    Ukrainian Office

                    Odessa, Ukraine
                


			



		

	

   



    
    
     
     

		
        	

            
            
            
            Our Services

            We use the latest technologies and methodologies to drive your business forward. Our dedicated employees are happy to assist you with know-how and experience in your daily business.

            
            

            

            
			
            	
            	

				
                

                
                Consulting

				Bring in excellent people who are familiar with solving your problems.

               

			


            
			
            	
            	

                
                

                
                Systems Integration

				Experienced in system integration and automation that is resilient but also scales.

               


			


            
			
                
            	

				
                

                
                Support

				We know how to support products and people, long term. Specifically: reliability, longevity, upgradability.

               

			


    

		

	

    


    


    
    
	

		

        
            
                
                    Our Projects

                    Our clients value solid understanding of concepts from many industries, including Financial, Blockchain, Publishing, Telecommunications, Manufacturing, Academic. Experience with architecting self-healing distributed solutions for parallelizing tasks for maximum availability and performance. Building systems that exceed expectations, with minimal maintenance and superior extensibility. Join the list of our clients and discover how a successfully executed project can move your company forward on the path to success.
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                    Blockchain, Lending and an ICO

                    Developed a brand new business. A loan system that accepts crypto as collateral and offers loans via stable coins, with contracts that insure a trust-free relationship with customers. The system is now live, ahead of all competition. Developed short and long term strategy. Performed crowdfunding through an ICO.
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                    Blockchain as a Service

                    Architected and developed a clearing and settlement solution for an equities ATS exchange through the use of blockchain contracts. Solution saves millions in clearing fees and provides for immediate 
					settlement. System is now available as a product, click here for more details.
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                    Credit Risk

                    Credit Risk system which calculates collateral values for all of the bank's portfolios through estimating their values into the future. A parallel, high-reliability system.
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                    Document Management

                    An integrated system that processes 401k documents from every company in the world, extracts financial figures for analysts' use, submits them for use in Terminals and makes them searchable.
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                    Process Automation and AI

                    Used AI to simplify taking on new annuity business. Automated registration forms. Streamlined all of the massive regulations into a step by step client questionnaire. Received "Common Sense Award" for the project.
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                    Research, Strategy and Project Management

                    Providing project management, research and development resources to a number of companies. Help companies define their IT strategy based on research and industry experience.
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                        Contact us

                        We would love to hear from you!

                    
                

            	

            


            
            
        	


            
            
            
            Our Address

            		159 2nd Street, Suite 609
Jersey City
New Jersey, 07302
	site@itbsllc.com
	www.itbsllc.com


            

            


            
            
            


            Drop us a line


            
			
            

			    

            		
	
	



                	



				
					

					

				
    
				
				


                
					
                    Email has been sent!

                    

                    Email could not be delivered. Please try again later!

                

            
 
            

            
 

            

            


            

            



		

	

	


    


	
	
	
    	
			
                We  your feedback.

                Powered by ITBS LLC and AWS
         	

		

	



    
    
    
    
	
	
   	

	 
	

	




